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Recent machine learning models are sensitive to adversarial input perturbation.
That is, an attacker may easily mislead an otherwise well-performing image clas-
sification system by altering some pixels. It is quite challenging to prove that a
network will have correct output when changing slightly some regions of the im-
ages. This is why only a few works targeted this problem. Although there are an
increasing number of studies on this field, really reliable robustness evaluation is
still an open issue. In this work, we will attempt to contribute in this direction. We
will present an improved interval arithmetic based algorithm to provide adversarial
example free image patches for trained artificial neural networks.

Szegedy et al. [2] showed first the phenomenon of adversarial examples. Since
then the efforts for verification algorithms were concentrated around optimized
models of the trained neural networks [3]. We were able to prove that these veri-
fication algorithms are unfortunately not reliable [4]. In the last ICAI conference
we reported our first results with an interval based verification algorithm [1]. This
approach applied simple natural interval extension for the calculation of inclusion
functions, and we were able to produce realistic size adversarial example free zones
for simple networks, that had good accuracy for the MNIST picture database dis-
tinguishing the hand written figures for the digits 3 and 7.

In the present talk we report on our new approaches. We implemented our
algorithm in the Julia language. The main difficulty in applying interval arithmetic
in the evaluation of trained neural network lies in the so-called dependency problem.
In spite of the fact that addition and multiplication can be implemented for intervals
in a precise way, the hidden dependencies of input variables pose a substantial
problem in terms of overestimation of the bounded ranges. Affine arithmetic and
the interval propagation technique can help. We report our computational test
results on the full MNIST database of 10 different hand written digits with a modest
but realistic size network. We give details on the tricky handling of the ReLU
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activation function as well. We give some empirical values on the probabilities
with which the ReLU activation functions obtain an argument very close to zero –
causing trouble in the verification algorithm.
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